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Programme

Tuesday 14th January 2020

9:30-10:50   Jessie Munton, Cambridge University ('How to see invisible objects')
10:50-11:15  Coffee Break
11:15-12:40  Yasmina Jraissati, American University of Beirut (TBA)
12:40-13:40  Lunch
13:40-15:00  Susana Siegel, Harvard University ('Are There Norms of Attention?')
15:00-15:15  Short Break
15:15-16:40  Bill Brewer, Kings College London ('Perception of Continued Existence Unperceived')
16:40-17:00  Coffee Break
17:00-18:20  Keith Wilson, Oslo University ('The Auditory Field')

Wednesday 15th January 2020

9:30-10:50   Sebastian Waltz, Oslo University ('Salience plays a rational role')
10:50-11:15  Coffee Break
11:15-12:40  Keith Allen, University of York ('What is it like to be colour blind?')
12:40-13:40  Lunch
13:40-15:00  Fiona Macpherson, University of Glasgow (TBA)
15:00-15:15  Short Break
15:15-16:40  Derek Brown, University of Glasgow ('The philosophy of colour constancy')